CLASS 7/YEAR 2 - CURRICULUM INFORMATION SPRING 2021

Subject
Maths

Curriculum Content
Understanding how to use multiplication and division to solve word problems
Statistics and data handling - including interpreting data; reading and drawing graphs
Geometry - including describing 2d and 3d shape properties, symmetry and tessellation
Fractions including halves, quarters and thirds; finding part of a shape; finding part of a set;
finding part of a quantity
Measuring length and height using standard units; comparing lengths and heights; solving
word problems about measuring

English

Recognise and understand the features of a non-fiction text
Write an explanation text using appropriate features
Write a traditional style story with a focus on the events at the beginning, middle and end
Begin to use joined handwriting when writing more consistently
Use of a range of punctuation, including: full stops; capital letters; commas; question
marks; exclamation marks; apostrophes and speech marks

Theme:

Seasons

Science

Understand how water can be changed by freezing, melting, evaporation and
condensation
Begin to explore the water cycle
Observe and measure changes in weather and the growth of plants

History

Find out about how people kept warm in winter during different eras

Geography

Identify which areas of the world have particularly hot and cold climates
Recognise which types of weather are associated with different climates
Compare and contrast life in hot and cold climates for both people and animals

Design &
Technology

Design, build and modify a wind powered object
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Theme:
Science

Families
Observe and study the physical features of animals and humans
Recognise that animals, including humans, belong to different groups
Identify animal habitats and recognise some adaptations for these habitats

History

Understand the purpose of a family tree and look back on our own family history
Research famous families in British history
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